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Abstract
Many existing systems for analyzing and summarizing customer reviews about products or
service are based on a number of prominent
review aspects. Conventionally, the prominent review aspects of a product type are
determined manually. This costly approach
cannot scale to large and cross-domain services such as Amazon.com, Taobao.com or
Yelp.com where there are a large number of
product types and new products emerge almost
everyday. In this paper, we propose a novel
framework, for extracting the most prominent
aspects of a given product type from textual
reviews. The proposed framework, ExtRA,
extracts K most prominent aspect terms or
phrases which do not overlap semantically automatically without supervision. Extensive experiments show that ExtRA is effective and
achieves the state-of-the-art performance on a
dataset consisting of different product types.

1

Figure 1: An example user review about a hotel on TripAd-

visor. The grades are organized by different prominent review
aspects: value, rooms, etc.

Introduction

Online user review is an essential part of ecommerce. Popular e-commerce websites feature
an enormous amount of text reviews, especially
for popular products and services. To improve
the user experience and expedite the shopping process, many websites provide qualitative and quantitative analysis and summary of user reviews,
which is typically organized by different prominent review aspects. For instance, Figure 1 shows
a short review passage from a customer on TripAdvisor.com, and the customer is also asked to
give scores on several specific aspects of the hotel,
such as location and cleanness. With aspect-based
reviews summary, potential customers can assess
a product from various essential aspects very efficiently and directly. Also, aspect-based review
summary offers an effective way to group products by their prominent aspects and hence enables
quick comparison.

Existing approaches for producing such prominent aspect terms have been largely manual
work (Poria et al., 2014; Qiu et al., 2011). This
is feasible for web services that only sell (or review) a small number of product types of the same
domain. For example, TripAdvisor.com only features travel-related products, and Cars.com only
reviews automobiles, so that human annotators
can provide appropriate aspect terms for customers based on their domain knowledge. While
it is true that the human knowledge is useful in
characterizing a product type, such manual approach does not scale well for general-purpose ecommerce platforms, such as Amazon, eBay, or
Yelp, which feature too many product types, not
to mention that new product and service types are
emerging everyday. In these cases, manually selecting and pre-defining aspect terms for each type
is too costly and even impractical.
Moreover, the key aspects of a product type may
also change over time. For example, in the past,
people care more about the screen size and signal
intensity when reviewing cell phones. These aspects are not so much of an issue in present days.
People instead focus on battery life and processing
speed, etc. Therefore, there is a growing need to
automatically extract prominent aspects from user
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topic modeling techniques (Lakkaraju et al., 2011;
Lin and He, 2009; Wang et al., 2011a). The main
problem of such approaches is that they typically
use only word frequency and co-occurrence information, and thus degrade when extracting aspects
from sentences that appear different on the surface
but actually discuss similar aspects.
Given all review text about a certain product
type, our framework, ExtRA, extracts most prominent aspect terms in four main steps: first it extracts potential aspect terms from text corpus by
lexico-syntactic analysis; then it associates the
terms to synsets in WordNet and induce a subgraph that connect these terms together; after that
it ranks the aspect terms by a personalized page
rank algorithm on the sub-graph; and finally picks
the top K non-overlapping terms using the subsumption relation in the subgraph.
The main contributions in this paper are as follows:

looks good (462) beautiful screen (398)

1. We propose a novel framework for extracting
prominent aspects from customer review corpora (Section 2), and provide an evaluation
dataset for future work in this research area.

nice functions (356) high resolution (872)
good camera (218)

good value (628)

Fig. 3 Automatic review summarization for a mobile phone
system (196)
long battery-life (193)
from anfast
e-commerce
website.
good design (236) high call-quality (163)
nice functions (181) good value (282)

2. Extensive experiments show that our unsupervised framework is effective and outperforms the state-of-the-art methods by a substantial margin (Section 3).

Figure 2: Automatic review summarization for two mobile
phones on an e-commerce website

The goal of this paper is to develop an unsupervised framework for automatically extracting K
most prominent, non-overlapping review aspects
for a given type of product from user review texts.
Developing such an unsupervised framework is
challenging for the following reasons:
• The extracted prominent aspects not only
need to cover as many customer concerns as
possible but also have little semantic overlap.
• The expression of user opinions is highly
versatile: aspect terms can be expressed either explicitly or implicitly. For example,
the mention of “pocket” implies the aspect
“size”.
• Product reviews are information rich. A short
piece of comments may target multiple aspects, so topics transit quickly from sentence
to sentence.
Most previous unsupervised approaches for the
prominent aspect extraction task are variants of

2

Framework

In this section, we first state the review aspect extraction problem, then present the workflow of our
method, shown in Figure 3.
2.1

Problem Statement

The review aspect extraction problem is given all
the text reviews about one type of product or service, extract K words (or phrases), each of which
represents a prominent and distinct review aspect.
For instance, if the given product type is hotel, we expect a successful extraction framework
to extract K = 5 aspect terms as follows: room,
location, staff, breakfast, pool.
2.2

Aspect Candidates Extraction

Following the observation of Liu (2004; 2015),
we assume that aspect terms are nouns and noun
phrases. First, we design a set of effective syntactic rules, which can be applied across domains,
to collect the aspect candidates from review texts.
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Stage 2: Aspect Taxonomy Construction

Stage 1: Aspect Candidates Extraction

Step 1: WordNet Noun Synset Matching

ID Sentence

Aspect
Candidates
Clustering

(2) The only issues that I have with the camera is somewhat slower
autofocus, a noisy shutter and cheap lens cover.

lens
lens_cover
zoom_lens
exposure
shutter
….

(3) The shutter is quick and quiet.
Raw Corpus

Aspect Candidates

Phrase Mining
(AutoPhrase)

Review corpus from
different domains

zoom_lens
lens_cover
…

amod

It is a great zoom lens
A

N-1

nsubj

✘

Ai

shutter.n.02

lens.n.01
0.75

shutter.n.01

telephoto_l
ens.n.01

Aj

shutter.n.01
lens

telephoto_lens.n.01

zoom_lens

Teleport

✔

conj

The shutter is quick and quiet.
N

Context
for
shutter

lens.n.01

N

optical_device.n.01
0.32

0.66

Step 2: Aspect Taxonomy Extraction from WordNet
Aspect Taxonomy
device.n.01
optical_device.n.01

Syntactic Rule

0.5

device.n.01

Cluster

(1) It's a great zoom lens, but it's too much of a risk for me for that
much money.

Stage 3: Aspect Ranking

Aspect Graph & Random Walk (Personalized Page Rank)

shutter

shutter.n.01

lens
zoom_lens

shutter

Stage 4: Aspect Generation
Remove Taxonomy
Overlapping
lens
telephoto_lens
shutter
….

Top-K Aspects

Deduplication

Final Aspects

Figure 3: Overall framework.

We mainly use the adjectival modifier dependency
relation (amod) and the nominal subject relation
(nsubj) to extract the aspect-opinion pairs hN, Ai.
In addition, we leverage the conjunction relation
(conj) between adjectives to complement the extracted pairs. Formally, the extraction rules can be
specified as follows:
Rule 1. If amod(N, A), then extract hN, Ai.
Rule 2. If nsubj(A, N ), then extract hN, Ai.
Rule 3. If hN, Ai i and conj(Ai , Aj ), then extract
hN, Aj i.
In this case, N indicates a noun, and A (e.g.
Ai , Aj ) is an adjective. The dependencies (e.g.
amod(N, A)) are expressed as rel(head, dependent), where rel is the dependency relation which
holds between head and dependent. Note that
many aspects are expressed by phrases, thus, we
extend the phrases as aspect candidates by introducing the extension rules as follows:
Rule E1. If hN, Ai and N−1 N ∈ P , then use
hN−1 N, Ai to replace hN, Ai.
Rule E2. If hN, Ai and N N+1 ∈ P , then use
hN N+1 , Ai to replace hN, Ai.
where N−1 and N+1 denotes the noun word, and
the subscript represents displacement to N in the
sentence. We use AutoPhrase (Liu et al., 2017)
to extract a set of phrases P with high coherence.
Then we use P to filter out the incoherent phrases
so as to obtain the high-quality phrases as aspect
candidates. The example in Figure 3 (Stage 1)
demonstrates the extraction process. For example,

we extract the pair h great, zoom lens i from sentence (1) by applying Rule 1 and Rule E1. Similarly, the extraction rules match h slower, autofocus i, h noisy, shutter i, h cheap, lens cover i in
sentence (2) and h quick, shutter i, h quiet, shutter i in sentence (3) as potential aspect-opinion
pairs. After extracting such pairs from the text reviews, we sort them by the number of occurrences,
and extract the nouns and noun phrases in the top
pairs as aspect candidates, assuming that the most
prominent aspects are subsumed by those candidates terms.
2.3

Aspect Taxonomy Construction

The aspect candidates extracted in the last stage
come with the counts modified by adjectives. We
can directly use such raw counts to rank the aspect candidates. This is one of the baseline models
in our experiments. However, such ranking usually suffers from the aspect overlapping problem
which obviously violates the principle of pursuing
both coverage and distinctiveness of prominent aspects. For example, given the number of prominent aspects K as 5, we can extract both of ‘location‘ and ‘place‘ aspects from the hotel reviews.
In order to solve this problem, we construct an aspect taxonomy to obtain such overlapping information between aspect candidates by leveraging
the WordNet ontology.
2.3.1

WordNet Synset Matching

First, we need to match our aspect candidates onto
WordNet synsets. The accuracy of synset matching is very important for our aspect taxonomy
construction. This is actually a classical word
sense disambiguation (WSD) problem. Our initial attempt is to use a Python WSD tool (Tan,
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2014). For each aspect candidate, we take it as
the target and randomly sample a bunch of sentences that contain this target. We use the extended
word sense disambiguation algorithm (Banerjee
and Pedersen, 2003) in this tool. We count the total occurrences for each noun sense (synset) of the
candidate and match the candidate to the most frequent synset. However, such a method is not good
enough for our problem, as shown in the results
later. It only considers the local context information within the review sentence. Whats more, the
review sentences are usually very short and colloquial, which makes it more difficult to match properly by a common WSD algorithm. Therefore, it
is critical to construct more reliable contexts for
aspect candidate matching.
To achieve this goal, we cluster the aspect candidates with similar semantics together. Then, for
each aspect candidate, we take the other candidates within the same cluster as its context for
later disambiguation. As shown in the first step
of stage 2 in Figure 3, the semantic similar aspect
candidates such as lens, lens cover, zoom lens, exposure and shutter are clustered together. For example, we can disambiguate the sense of shutter
by leveraging lens, lens cover, zoom lens, and exposure. We observed that our aspect candidates
can be fine-grain clustered with a two-stage kmeans clustering method,1 which generates the
better context for the aspect candidates. More
specifically, for a particular aspect candidate at
from the cluster C = {a1 , a2 , ..., at , ..., an }, we
calculate the context vector of at as:
c(at ) =

n
X

E(ai ),

sense sti of the aspect candidate at , we calculate
the cosine semantic similarity between v(sti ) and
c(at ), and match at to the most similar sti .
2.3.2

Aspect Taxonomy Extraction from
WordNet
In order to construct the aspect taxonomy from
WordNet, we first extract the hypernym paths for
every matched synsets in the previous step. By
definition, a hypernym path p of synset s is the
is-a relation path from s to the root synset (i.e.
entity.n.01 for nouns). We extract the hypernym
paths for each matched synset si in the WordNet
ontology. Next, we scan over all the collected
paths once to construct the aspect taxonomy which
is a directed acyclic graph (DAG). In p, s1 is the
synset matched from our potential aspects, and
si+1 is the hypernym of si . As shown in step 2
of Stage 2 in Figure 3, we match the aspect candidate shutter to shutter.n.01. The only one hypernym path of shutter.n.01 is [shutter.n.01, optical device.n.01, device.n.01, ..., entity.n.01].
However, the matched synset usually has multiple hypernym paths in WordNet. We use the following strategy to compact and minimize the aspect taxonomy:
• Among all the paths from an aspect candidate
s1 , we will keep those paths that contain more
than 1 aspect candidates, unless there’s only
one path from s1 . If all paths contain only 1
aspect candidate s1 each, we will keep all of
them.
• To further optimize the taxonomy structure,
we induce a minimum subgraph from the
original taxonomy using a heuristic algorithm (Kou et al., 1981). Such a subgraph
satisfies the following conditions: 1) it contains all the nodes matched from aspect candidates; 2) the total number of nodes in the
graph is minimal. Consequently, the induced
graph is a weakly connected DAG.

(1)

i=1,i6=t

where c(at ) denotes the context vector of at , and
E(ai ) represents the embedding of ai . The set of
candidate synsets S(at ) = {st1 , st2 , ..., stm } consists of the noun senses (e.g. sti ) of at from WordNet. Each sense sti is associated with a gloss git
(i.e. a brief definition of sti ) which covers the semantics of the sense. Therefore, we encode sti as
the summation of the word vectors in git :
v(sti ) =

q
X

E(wjt,i ),

(2)

j=1

W (git ) is the sequence of words in git , i.e.,
W (git ) = [w1t,i , w2t,i , ..., wqt,i ]. For each candidate
1

The implementation details are in Section 3.2.

After acquiring the aspect taxonomy for the given
product or service, we can now tell if two aspects
are semantically overlapped or not.
2.4

Aspect Ranking

In this section, we propose a novel method based
on personalized page rank to compute the overall
rank values for the potential aspects by leveraging
the aspect taxonomy.
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Let the aspect taxonomy be a graph G =
(V, E). Each node v ∈ V is a synset in the aspect taxonomy and encoded as a vector by instantiating E as Glove embeddings in (2) . Each edge
e = hu, vi carries a weight which is the semantic
similarity between the nodes u and v, computed
using cosine similarity.
Next, we perform the random walks on our constructed aspect taxonomy. The propagation starts
from candidate aspect nodes in the aspect taxonomy, which are called seeds here. The rank values
(aspect importance) of all nodes are:
xt = (1 − α) ∗ Axt−1 + α ∗ E,

(3)

where t is the time step in random walk process.
In the initial state E(i.e. x0 ), the aspect importance only distributes on the seeds (v ∈ Vb ). Ei is
the i-th dimension of E, indicating the portion of
aspect importance on node si at time step 0. E is
calculated as follows:
( f (le(s ))
i
Pn
, if si is a seed
j=1 f (le(sj ))
Ei =
(4)
0
, otherwise,
where n is the number of nodes in the graph, si
is the synset node, le(si ) denotes the lemma form
of si , and f (le(si )) represents the frequency that
le(si ) is modified by adjectives.
The aspect importance is updated using the transition probabilities matrix A which are the normalized weights on the edges of the taxonomy. α is
the teleport probability, which is the probability
of returning to the initial distribution at each time
step. α determines the distance of propagation of
the taxonomy.
2.5

Aspect Generation

Finally, we generate the prominent aspects using
the rank values of the aspects as well as the is-a
relations in the aspect taxonomy.
We sort le(si ) in decreasing order by their rank
values. We essentially take the top aspects from
the sorted list. However there might be two types
of overlapping that we need to avoid: i) duplicate:
different synset nodes may map to the same aspects, i.e., le(si ) = le(sj ), si 6= sj ( aspects); ii)
taxonomy overlap: the later aspect in the list is the
hypernym or hyponym of the one of previous aspects. To this end, we just skip overlapped aspect,
and move along the list until we generate K nonoverlapping prominent aspects from the list.

3

Experiments

We compare the ExtRA framework with multiple
strong baselines on extracting aspect terms from
user reviews. We first introduce the dataset and
the competing models, then show the quantitative
evaluation as well as qualitative analysis for different models.
3.1

Dataset

We use the customer review corpora of 6 kinds of
product and service 2 collected from popular websites, including Amazon, TripAdvisor and Yelp.
The number of hotel reviews (Wang et al., 2011b)
in the original corpus is huge. Therefore, we
randomly sample 20% of the reviews to perform
our experiments. The statistics of the corpora are
shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Dataset statistics.
Product type
hotel
mobile phone
mp3 player
laptop
cameras
restaurant

Source
TripAdvisor
Amazon
Amazon
Amazon
Amazon
Yelp

#Reviews
3,155,765
185,980
30,996
40,744
471,113
269,000

Existing published aspect extraction datasets
(Hu and Liu, 2004; Popescu and Etzioni, 2007;
Pavlopoulos and Androutsopoulos, 2014; Ding
et al., 2008) include only fine-grained aspects
from reviews, which are not suitable for evaluating the performance of prominent aspects extraction. Therefore, we build a new evaluation
dataset particularly for this task. Following the
previous work (Ganu et al., 2009; Brody and Elhadad, 2010; Zhao et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2015)
as well as the popular commercial websites (e.g.
TripAdvisor), which most manually labeled 3-6
prominent aspects for rating, we set K as five.
Therefore, we ask each annotator who are familiar with the domain to give 5 aspect terms which
they think are most important for each category.
We have five annotators in total. 3 One prominent
aspect can be expressed by different terms. Thus,
it is difficult to achieve a satisfied inner-agreement.
We propose two evaluation methods, especially
the soft accuracy in Section 3.3.1 to compensate
2

The data is available from http://times.
cs.uiuc.edu/˜wang296/Data/
and
https:
//www.yelp.com/dataset
3
The complete labeled set of ExtRA is released at http:
//adapt.seiee.sjtu.edu.cn/extra/.
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this problem. To acquire a relatively higher inneragreement, we educate the annotators with top 100
frequent aspect candidates as hints. Though, they
are not required to pick up labels from the candidates. The inter-annotator agreement of each
product type shown in Table 3 is computed as the
average jaccard similarity between every two annotators.
3.2

Baselines and ExtRA

We introduce three topic modeling based baselines
for the task. These are LDA (Blei et al., 2003),
BTM (Cheng et al., 2014) and MG-LDA (Titov
and McDonald, 2008). MG-LDA is a strong baseline which attempts to capture multi-grain topics
(i.e. global & local), where the local topics correspond to the rateable prominent aspects. We
treat each review as a document and perform those
models to extract K topics. Then, we select most
probable words in each topic as our extracted aspect terms. To prevent extracting the same aspects (w) from different topics, we only keep w
for the topic t with the highest probability p(w|t)
value, then re-select aspects for the other topics
until we get K different aspects. For fair comparison among different models, the number of target
aspects K is set as 5. The hyper-parameter of MGLDA (global topics) is set to 30 with fine-tuning.
Another syntactic rule-based baseline model
AmodExt is from the first stage of our framework.
After extracting the aspect candidates using amodrule in Section 2.2, we sort the aspect candidates
by their counts of extracted occurrences. Then select the top K candidates as the prominent aspects.
ABAE (He et al., 2017) is a neural based model
that can to infer K aspect types. Each aspect type
is a ranked list of representative words. To generate K prominent aspects, we first infer K aspect
types using ABAE, then select the most representative word from each aspect type.
For ExtRA, in the taxonomy construction stage,
we use a two-stage K-means clustering method
for synset matching task, and the cluster number
is auto-tuned using silhouette score (Rousseeuw,
1987). We use SkipGram (Mikolov et al., 2013)
model to train the embeddings on review texts
for k-means clustering. We set the dimension
of the embeddings as 100 and run 64 epochs for
each product corpora. In the aspect ranking stage,
we empirically set the teleport probability α as
0.5 which indicates that the expected walk-length

from the seeds is
3.3

1
α

= 2.

Evaluation

In this section, we compare ExtRA with five baseline models both quantitatively and qualitatively.
3.3.1

Quantitative Evaluation

First, we perform two experiments to justify our
aspect taxonomy construction stage:
• To justify the synset matching step, we compare our proposed cluster method with classical WSD algorithm (Lesk) on matching accuracy. We manually label 100 sampled synset
nodes for each category. The synset matching accuracies are shown in Table 2. We can
see that our clustering method is effective for
the synset matching task.
• We induce the aspect taxonomy using a
heuristic algorithm to obtain more compact
and aspect-oriented subgraph. We show the
size of aspect taxonomy induced before and
after taxonomy minimization in Figure 4.
Next, we evaluate our model as well as above
baselines on the evaluation dataset described
above. We did not remove the duplicate aspect
labels for the qualitative evaluation, since the repeated aspects are assume to be better. For a
given category, we first calculate the percentage
of the 25 labels that exactly match one of the 5
aspect terms generated by the model as the hard
accuracy of the model. Formally, Aspects(m) =
[a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 , a5 ] denotes the five prominent aspects generated from model m for the given category. L = [l1 , l2 , ..., l25 ] are the 25 golden aspect
terms, where L(h) = [l5h−4 , ..., l5h ] are from the
h-th human annotator. The hard accuracy is defined as:
P25
hit(Aspects(m), li )
hacc(m) = i=1
(5)
25

(
1, li ∈ Aspects(m)
hit(Aspects(m), li ) =
0, otherwise,
(6)
However, counting the number of exact matches
makes the accuracy score discrete and coarse. Besides, it penalizes aspect terms that don’t match
the label but actually have similar meanings. To
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Table 2: WordNet Synset matching accuracies
hotel

mp3

cameras

0.71
0.86

0.59
0.83

0.62
0.74

LESK
Cluster

mobile
phone
0.64
0.80

laptop

restaurant

0.53
0.78

0.65
0.69

Table 3: Inner-annotator agreements

Jaccard

hotel

mp3

cameras

0.470

0.554

0.304

mobile
phone
0.440

laptop

restaurant

0.271

0.671

#nodes

#edges

450
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

hotel

mp3

cameras
before

mobile
phone

laptop

450
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

restaurant

hotel

mp3

after

cameras
before

mobile
phone

laptop

restaurant

after

Figure 4: Statistics of induced aspect taxonomy before and after taxonomy minimization

remedy this, we propose the soft accuracy evaluation measure. For each set of five golden labels from h-th annotator, we first align each generated aspect ak ∈ Aspects(m) with one golden
aspect lj ∈ L(h) (i.e. align(h) (ak ) = lj ).
We align the exact match terms together, and
then choose the optimal alignment for the others by permuting all possible alignments. The
optimal alignment align(h) (ak ) acheives maximum soft accuracy. Then we calculate the soft
matching
score between Aspects(m) and L(h) as
PK
(h) (a )), where sim is the
k
k=1 sim(ak , align
cosine similarity computed by Glove (2014) 4 . We
then compute the soft accuracy measure as follows:
5

K

1 XX
∗
sim(ak , align(h) (ak )),
5
h=1 k=1
(7)
where K = 5 in this case. The comparison results
are shown in Table 4.
Our model (ExtRA) outperforms all the other
baselines in all categories except cameras using
the hard accuracy measure. Besides, ExtRA is the
best model on four out of six products under the
soft accuracy measure. As shown in Table 2, the
accuracy for synset matching is relatively low for
sacc(m) =

4
We use the GloVe embeddings with 300 dimensions,
trained from 840B tokens using common crawl data.

Table 4: Comparison of hard (upper row) & soft (lower row)
accuracies using different models for aspect extraction.

hotel
mp3
camera
mobile
phone
laptop
restaurant

LDA

BTM

MGLDA

ABAE

AmodExt

ExtRA

0.16
0.50
0.0
0.47
0.24
0.56
0.16
0.58
0.08
0.40
0.20
0.49

0.16
0.49
0.08
0.49
0.40
0.69
0.0
0.33
0.24
0.50
0.0
0.38

0.16
0.67
0.08
0.47
0.28
0.54
0.28
0.58
0.24
0.50
0.0
0.42

0.16
0.35
0.0
0.32
0.04
0.29
0.0
0.31
0.0
0.22
0.0
0.29

0.44
0.65
0.35
0.58
0.04
0.41
0.52
0.73
0.24
0.51
0.56
0.77

0.56
0.70
0.44
0.60
0.32
0.55
0.60
0.71
0.28
0.53
0.56
0.72

cameras and restaurant, resulting in the lower accuracy in overall aspect extraction.
3.3.2

Qualitative Analysis

To qualitatively evaluate different models, we
present the extracted 5 aspect terms by each model
from each domain in Table 5. Our model (ExtRA)
has significant advantage over other baselines for
that we can do better aspect extraction with reasonable results, and extract not only words but also
phrases as prominent aspects, e.g. sound quality, image quality. The proposed model avoid the
overlapping aspects appeared in our strong baseline (AmodExt) by deduplication using generated
aspect taxonomy information. The overlapping aspects are marked in italics. For example, both lo-
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Table 5: The five prominent aspect terms

hotel

mp3

cameras

mobile
phone

laptop

restaurant

LDA
BTM
MGLDA
ABAE
AmodExt
ExtRA
LDA
BTM
MGLDA
ABAE
AmodExt
ExtRA
LDA
BTM
MGLDA
ABAE
AmodExt
ExtRA
LDA
BTM
MGLDA
ABAE
AmodExt
ExtRA
LDA
BTM
MGLDA
ABAE
AmodExt
ExtRA
LDA
BTM
MGLDA
ABAE
AmodExt
ExtRA

them.

room, pool, stay, good, nice
walk, good, room, stay, check
room, stay, good, location, staff
shouted, room, terrific, accommodation, alexanderplatz
room, location, place, view, staff
room, location, view, staff, service
work, great, good, music, ipod
battery, ipod, work, song, good
battery, ipod, music, song, good
documentation, content, portability, bought, table
drive, quality, sound, feature, device
drive, sound quality, feature, screen, software
lens, picture, buy, video, mode
battery, picture, function, lens, good
battery, picture, good, mpcture, mode
toy, picture, mailed, ultrazoom, sharpness
picture, photo, quality, feature, shot
image quality, photograph, feature, shot, lens
battery, buy, good, apps, work
core, good, work, para, apps
work, battery, screen, good, card
cracked, amazing, continuously, archive, bought
feature, screen, price, camera, quality
feature, price, screen, quality, service
screen, good, buy, drive, chromebook
windows, screen, work, drive, good
windows, battery, screen, good, year
salign, returned, affordable, downloads, position
drive, machine, price, screen, life
drive, price, screen, deal, performance
food, good, room, time, great
good, room, pour, time, order
great, good, place, time, make
jones, polite, told, chickpea, place
food, service, place, experience, price
service, food, experience, company, price

• topic modeling based methods, which directly model topics from texts and then extract aspects from the topics.
• neural network based methods, which takes
advantage of the recent deep neural network
models.
4.1

cation and place are extracted as top aspects, but
they mean nearly the same concept. The results
from other baseline methods, inevitably contain
some sentiment words and opinions, like good,
nice, great, etc. Our model resolves such drawback by extracting aspect candidates from only
nouns and using syntactic rules to find words that
are frequently modified by adjectives.

4

Related Work

Existing research on aspect-based review analysis has focused on mining opinion based on given
aspects (Su et al., 2008; Zeng and Li, 2013) or
jointly extracting the aspects and sentiment (Lin
and He, 2009; Zhao et al., 2010; Qiu et al., 2011;
Wang et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2016). They are
mostly interested in detecting aspect words in a
given sentence, whereas our goal is to extract the
most prominent aspects of a type of product from
a large number of reviews about that product type.
We divide the existing work on review aspect extraction into three types:
• rule-based methods, most of which utilize
handcrafted rules to extract candidate aspects
and then perform clustering algorithm on

Rule-based Methods

These methods leverage word statistical and syntactic features to manually design rules, recognizing aspect candidates from texts. Poria et al.
(2014) use manually crafted mining rules. Qiu et
al. (2011) also used rules, plus the Double Propagation method to better relate sentiment to aspects.
Gindl et al. (2013) cooperate the Double Propagation with anaphora resolution for identifying
co-references to improve the accuracy. Su et al.
(2008) used a clustering method to map the implicit aspect candidates (which were assumed to
be the noun form of adjectives in the paper) to
explicit aspects. Zeng et al. (2013) mapped implicit features to explicit features using a set of
sentiment words and by clustering explicit featuresentiment pairs. Rana et al. (2017) propose a twofold rules-based model, using rules defined by sequential patterns. Their first fold extracts aspects
associated with domain independent opinions and
the second fold extracts aspects associated with
domain dependent opinions.
However, such rule-based models are designed
for extracting product features which can not easily adapt to our K most prominent aspect extraction problem. Besides, most of them require human efforts to collect lexicons and to carefully design complex rules and thus do not scale very well.
4.2

Topic Modeling Based Methods

Most work in this domain are based on two basic models, pLSA(Hofmann, 1999) and LDA(Blei
et al., 2003). The variants of these models consider
two special features of review texts: 1) topics shift
quickly between sentences, 2) sentiment plays an
important role and there is a strong correlation between sentiments and aspects. The approach of
Lin et al. (2011) models are parallel aspects and
sentiments per review. Lin et al. (2009) models the
dependency between the latent aspects and ratings.
Wang et al. (2011a) proposed a generative model
which incorporates topic modeling technique into
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the latent rating regression model (Wang et al.,
2010). Moghaddam et al. (2012) made a nice
summarization of some basic variations of LDA
for opinion mining. In stead of using topics,
our method relies on word embeddings to capture the latent semantics of words and phrases and
achieves better results. MG-LDA (Titov and McDonald, 2008) is a variant of LDA that can also
model topics at different granularities, which are
based on extensions to standard topic modeling
methods such as LDA and PLSA to induce multigrain topics. D-PLDA (Moghaddam and Ester,
2012), is a variant of LDA models, which is designed specifically for modeling topics from user
reviews. D-PLDA only considers opinion-related
terms and phrases, and nouns and phrases are controlled by two separate hidden parameters. Thus,
the model needs aspects, ratings, and phrases as
input, which are all very expensive.
4.3

Neural Network Based Methods

He et al. (2017) propose a neural attention model
for identifying aspect terms. Their goal is similar to ours but instead of directly comparing their
extracted terms with the gold standard, they ask
human judges to map the extracted terms to one
of the prominent gold aspects manually before
computing the precision/recall. This evaluation
methodology mixed machine results with human
judgment and is problematic in our opinion. Our
experiments showed that their output aspects are
too fine-grained and can not be used as prominent
aspects.

5
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